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Keeping Cozy

It's winter here in Northern Indiana and that means cold weather.  Knit or crochet items are helpful
for keeping away the chill, and we can enjoy the opportunity to make something that not only fills a
creative need but is also practical.

Super Bulky and Bulky yarns will work up quickly and provide a thick layer of warmth.  Choose 
something, like Lexington  or Sutton and make a hat, mittens or scarf.  Use a needle or hook one size 
smaller than recommended for a tighter fabric that keeps you warmer (remember to pick up a little 
extra yarn if doing this).  Check out the great basic knit patterns for hats and scarves in Patons Next 
Steps One (86431) and Sirdar's Tundra Super Chunky booklet (A38745) with 4 patterns for their 
Tundra super chunky yarn.  

Wool yarn adds warmth to a project since the fibers trap air which acts as an extra layer (if you are 
allergic, you can go with acrylic, which isn't a natural fiber and doesn't breathe, but traps your 
warmth).  We have  wonderful basic wools; Patons Classic Wool , Sublime's Extra Fine Merino Wool,  
or the basic acrylic Vanna's Choice .  If you're looking for more colorful or textured choices, be sure to 
check out Gina (100% wool)  and Merino Textura (100% Wool) or the self striping acrylic Sweet Roll  
or Pop!  These yarns are worsted or medium weight, and can be used for a variety of projects.  There 
are lots of patterns for crochet accessories in Stylishly Warm hats & Scarves (A32449)  and knit 
patterns in The Bumper Book of Accessories(A30549). 

Many of us suffer with cold hands or feet.  Hand knit socks are a bit of luxury that lets you choose just
the right yarn to make your feet their most comfortable.  We have several sock knitting pattern books
as well as a variety of sock yarns, from bold colors to subtle basics.  When choosing your yarn, if the
skein is about 400 yards or more, you'll need just one for a basic pair of socks.  You'll need two of the
smaller skeins. 

We are offering a class in one of the most popular cold weather items, fingerless mitts.  Perfect 
for indoor wear, these are gloves without fingers. They add warmth to your hands but leaving your fin-
gers free to work.  The lack of fingers also makes them faster and easier to make!  Our class will use 
the book Learn to Knit (A25974) for the pattern “Mitts”.  These have a pretty stitch pattern that is made 
up of knit and purl stitches with simple ribbing at the top and bottom.  You can choose any worsted 
weight yarn, though we suggest something that doesn't have loads of pattern or texture (your stitch 
work won't show well if the yarn has too much going on).  A more basic yarn also makes it eas-ier to 
see your stitches and be sure you're working the pattern correctly. 
Be sure to check our Newsletter for the times of the class! 

Hopefully the cold won't be too severe, but even so, we can be ready with something cozy that
we've made ourselves.  Do yourself a lovely favor and knit or crochet the perfect accessory for this
winter!

By Cathy Mark
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